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Publisher’s Note
Until now academic articles have been published in journals on
an issue by issue basis. While this ensured well organised citation
information, it created boundaries for the timing of each published
article. Online publishing is now changing all of that, making it
possible to publish citable articles with volume, issue and page
numbers as and when they’re ready – before an entire issue of a
journal is ﬁnished.
Furthermore, the way people read and gather information have
changed quite considerably, now that they can access articles
online. Searching online for relevant articles is mostly done using
keywords instead of browsing through journals’ table of contents
listings.
To reﬂect these changes, we have introduced article-based
publishing for Virology, making ﬁnal and citable articles available
online faster, and improving their ﬁndability. Articles are pub-
lished as soon as possible without waiting for an issue to be
completed. Each article will receive a page range and be published
online in an Issue in Progress.
Article-based publishing has many beneﬁts, including:
 Faster publication times for articles
 E-offprints available before the issue is completed
 Faster citations: researchers can use the complete citations
earlier
We are pleased to offer article-based publishing for the journal,
making your publishing experience even more positive. We look
forward to receiving your next submission to Virology.
Alina Helsloot
Executive Publisher
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